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A small hypothetical computer was designed and simulated using a
2250 Display Unit operating on an IBM 360/67 computer. The hypothetical
computer features a micro-programming capability which allows the user
to design his own machine language structure for any particular appli-
cation. The 2250 console is set up to simulate the operator's console
of the hypothetical machine, with the CRT being used to display selected
portions of memory and registers. For ease of use, a compiler is
included in the system to allow the user to write his microprograms in
a higher level language.
Discussions of the compiler, the interpreter, and the programming
and creation of the proper type of graphic display are included. A set
of operating instructions for the hypothetical computer enables the user
to program and operate the machine without the need to be familiar with
the 2250 display unit beforehand.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As computers get larger and more sophisticated in their operations,
the users (in our case, the NPGS students) are physically kept farther
and farther away from the machine. It was not too long ago that in
order to run a program the user had to know how to run the computer.
Today an operating system runs the machine, and the user may not even
see the computer he is working with; or at best, it is just a jumble
of large boxes and flashing lights behind a plate glass window.
A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
To teach students what a computer is all about, smaller, more
intimate computers are needed, \lery often though, when in competition
for a limited number of dollars, the small computer cannot be justified
merely to enable some students to push the buttons themselves. A reason-
able alternative in this situation is the simulation of the small com-
puter using the large, sophisticated machine at hand, along with a
graphics display terminal. With such a simulated system, the inner
elements (memory locations and registers) of the hypothetical small
computer can be displayed. The user can sit down in front of the
display console, and using the alphameric keyboard and function keys
provided, can operate the hypothetical computer as though it were a
unique system only remotely connected to the "impersonal monster behind
the plate glass window." This project concerns the design and usage of
such a system utilizing an IBM 360/67 computer and an IBM 2250 Display
Unit Model 1.
It would not be too difficult to design a specific computer and it's
associated language and simulate that. This concept would be useful
to a certain degree but would tend to stifle the full development of
the user's own skills. By including a micro-programming capability
however, the hypothetical computer becomes a frameworks or set of fairly
broad guidelines within which the user is free to design for himself.
Each user can essentially define his own computer by defining his own
repertoire of machine instructions. He can determine just which oper-
ations will be allowed and how these operations will be performed.
B. USE OF THE SYSTEM
The hypothetical computer described here may be used in a variety
of ways. The user can define the structure of his computer through his
micro-program, in either a higher level language which will be compiled
into object code, or directly in object code. In either case he may then
write machine language programs appropriate to his self-defined computer.
The user may also be given an existing system by an instructor and only
be required to write machine language programs which fit that computer.
The Programmed Function Keys and the alphameric keyboard of the 2250
display unit have been set up to simulate the operator's console of the
hypothetical computer. Through the proper use of the console and the
control cards within his input to the hypothetical computer, the user
has absolute control over all phases of the operation of his computer.
The system is constructed so that a user can actually learn about com-
puters and computing by gradually involving himself to an ever greater
degree in the programming and operation of the hypothetical machine.
C. STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM
The hypothetical computer system is a FORTRAN program utilizing
the graphic subroutine package (GSP) supplied by IBM. References 1,
2 and 3 were used extensively in writing the program. The program is
modular in structure with the initialization, the compiler, the inter-
preter, and the Programmed Function Key control section comprising the
modules. The modular construction facilitates the various degrees of
involvement in the operation of the hypothetical computer.
D. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE PAPER
Section II describes the simulated microprogrammed computer in
detail. Main memory, the general purpose registers, and the use of
micro-memory in conjunction with the microprogram and the micro-inter-
preter are explained there.
Section III contains a description of the higher-level language and
includes an example of a user-defined machine which is explained in
detail. The object code generated by the compiler is also discussed
and examples are given.
Section IV describes the 2250 display unit and includes a discussion
of how the 2250 was programmed for the hypothetical computer. The oper-
ating instructions for the hypothetical computer are detailed in Section
V. Concluding remarks appear in Section VI. Two additional examples
are shown in the appendices, followed by sample program output and
program listings.
II. THE MICROPROGRAMMED COMPUTER
Much interest has been given to programming computers using
languages ranging from machine language to natural human languages.
Not until recently, however, has there been much interest in design-
ing systems with program control below the machine language level.
Wilkes [4] noted that the machine instructions of a typical digital
computer comprised a number of more elementary operations such as
the transfer of information between registers or between registers
and storage, shifting, adding, etc. He likened the execution of
these elementary operations of a machine instruction to the execution
of individual instructions in a machine program. Wilkes referred to
these elementary operations as micro-instructions and is generally
acknowledged as having coined the term "microprogramming".
In contrast to a typical digital computer in which all of the
operations required for the execution of a machine instruction are
hardware-logic wired, a microprogrammed machine uses preprogrammed
micro-orders stored in memory to control the logic of the data paths.
These micro-orders cause the machine to open gates, trigger flip-flops,
set switches and to perform other elementary circuit functions.
Consider, as an example, the machine instruction
25100050
This instruction might say "take the contents of memory location 50,
add it to the contents of register one, and place the sum back in
register one". The execution of this machine instruction would require
the execution of a number of more elementary operations such as
1. Gate "50" into the memory address register
10
2. Call the contents of location 50 as specified in the address
register and gate the contents to the adder
3. Gate "1" to the general purpose register address register
4. Call the contents of register one as specified in the address
register and gate the contents to the adder
5. Move the contents of the adder back to register one.
Suppose each of these elementary operations could in turn be controlled
by execution of an instruction. Then a collection of these lower-level
instructions (micro-orders) would have the same effect as one machine
instruction. Thus a machine instruction could be designed by the ap-
propriate selection of a subset from the set of available micro-orders.
Since the microprogrammed (stored logic) concept allows the instan-
taneous logical organization of the computer to be altered, the need for
an elaborate hardware package of fixed construction for all uses and
users is precluded. The stored logic concept is of special interest to
areas where size and weight of the hardware would be critical and/or
where the given application is specific. Ideally, a microprogram facil-
ity would give the casual user direct access to the micro-orders and to
their order of performance. However, adequately mastering the techniques
of microprogramming requires a thorough understanding of the micro-
orders available, the internal logic of the computer, and the circuitry
involved, which almost eliminates the ordinary user. Attempts have been
made through the use of plugboard or switching control tape to make the
microprogram physically easy to set up. However, this approach has been
objectionable on aesthetic grounds and it would appear to be a backward
step in computer development. There has also been talk of providing
higher-level languages for microprogramming. Although compiling intro-
duces inefficiencies in the microprogram, this might be the route for the
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ordinary user. References 5-10 describe a number of microprogrammed
computers. The simulated microprogrammed computer used here will be
described in detail in this section of the report.
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER
The microprogram for the simulated microprogrammed computer
designed here can be written in either a higher-level language or in
a microprogram object code. The microprogram logic for execution of
the machine instructions is stored in micro-memory at compile or read-
in time. Any type of machine instruction can be made up out of the
available micro-orders and stored sequentially in memory as a micro-
routine. The microprogram consists of a series of micro-routines, one
for each different machine instruction defined by the user, and a master
micro-routine to effect branching to the appropriate routine for the
current instruction. Each instruction in the machine program can be
thought of as a macro call with an operation code making the call and
the remainder of the instruction supplying the parameters.
The basic system consists of main memory storage, micro-memory
storage and a bank of general purpose registers. The micro-memory
with its associated sequencing capability is the heart of the micro-
programmed system. It contains a number of special use locations which
serve as pseudo registers. The user's machine programs and associated
data are stored in main memory while the microprogram and its associated
control data are stored in micro-memory. Storage and retrieval accesses
with main memory and the general purpose registers is effected through
the use of address and buffer registers.
The basic control word used within the system is the micro-order.
The micro-order consists of eight decimal digits which at interpretation
12
time is divided into two four-digit addresses called the A address




A ADDRESS 0016 B ADDRESS 0024
FIGURE 1. Micro-order format.
consists of two phases. The first phase is a fetch operation in which
the A address is used to determine the location of a datum for transfer
to a special register called the transfer register (T REG). The second
phase is a store operation in which the B address is used to determine
where the contents of the T REG are to be placed. The execution of one
micro-order constitutes a single cycle through the micro-interpreter,
and one or more cycles complete a single machine language instruction.
During the course of one cycle, certain side effects may occur. These
side effects are explained in detail later. In most cases, however, the
only result of the execution of one micro-order is the movement of a
datum from one micro-memory location to another.
B. MICRO-MEMORY
Micro-memory contains 999 words of storage addressed numerically 1
through 999. The micro-memory locations are referred to by LI , L2 • •
•
L999. At compile time or at load time, depending on the method of micro-
program input, the users microprogram is stored in micro-memory in
ascending sequential cells starting at location 201. A breakdown of
the different areas of use in memory is depicted in Figure 2.
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A10 11 33 34 100
101 200 201 899
900 999
FIGURE 2. Micro-memory areas of allocation
Area A contains ten words of memory whose use can be explicitly
and arbitrarily assigned by the user. Area B contains special storage
whose use is controlled by the micro-interpreter to perform specific
operations. Area C is a working storage space whose locations may be
addressed directly by the user and which serve no special functions
except as programmed by the user. Area D functions as a buffer area.
Locations 101 through 180 inclusive are used as an input/output buffer
during the read and write operations. Locations 181 through 200 are
convenient to use for intermediate data manipulation using GET and PUT
operations. Area E contains the user's microprogram and fills upward
numerically from location 201. Area F contains the constant table for
the higher-level language compilation and fills downward numerically
from location 899. The upper limit of area E is one less than the
lower limit of area F, and vice versa. Area G is where the compiler
puts branching instructions to be used by the master routine to effect
linking to the appropriate micro-routine for each machine language
instruction.
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1 . The User-Controlled Area (Locations LI -LI 0)
These locations may be assigned in the user's higher-level
language definition of the microprogram. They may be assigned arbi-
trarily to contain any information considered necessary or pertinent
to implementation of the user's machine. Items of interest might be
a main memory location counter pointing to the next machine instruction
to be executed, an instruction register containing the current instruc-
tion, or might be certain parts of the machine instruction such as an
operation code, a register number, an index register, a tag, addresses
(direct or indirect), or a condition code. For example, consider one
design for a single-address machine instruction as illustrated in
Figure 3(a).
A - operation code
B - register number
C - index register
D - address
A B| C D




















FIGURE 3. Design for a single-address machine instruction.
The instruction must be broken up into the four parts in order that
operations can be performed individually on each part. The user may
desire to store the various items in the locations as shown in Figure
3(b). A method for separating the different fields of the instruction
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FIGURE 4. Pictorial layout of the interpreter-controlled locations
2. The Interpreter-Controlled Area (Locations L11-L33)
The interpreter-controlled locations are depicted in Figure 4.
Locations L11-L15 are used by the "hardware" for basic control of the
interpretation cycle.
Lll . The micro-memory location counter is incremented at the
beginning of each cycle and contains the location of the micro-order
to be executed next in sequence. Its contents are modifiable under
program control for branching and linking.
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L12-L14* The micro-order register (L12) holds the current
micro-order being executed and is loaded at the beginning of each
cycle with the contents of the micro-memory cell whose address is in
L11. At interpretation time, the micro-order stored in L12 is sepa-
rated into two parts, the A address and the B address. The A address
is stored in the fetch control register (LI 3) 9 which is used to control
retrieval of data from micro-memory, The B address is placed in the
store control register (L14), which is used to control storage of data
in micro-memory,
LI 5, A micro-memory condition code is set and stored in LI
5
whenever locations L24-L31 (the arithmetic registers) are used as the
B address of a micro-order, A condition code of "1" is set if the
contents of the referenced location is negative. A "2" is set if the
contents equal zero, and a "3" is set if the contents are positive.
Locations L16-L33 have special functions associated with them.
Some produce certain "side effects" when they are referenced, while
others contain the necessary information to control these side effects.
L16-L17. Whenever LI 6 appears as the A address of a micro-
order, a datum is fetched from a general purpose register using the
address found in L17. This datum is then stored in L16 and also placed
in the T REG. An example showing the contents of a number of machine
locations after the execution of a typical micro-order in L357 appears
in Figure 5. Whenever LI 6 appears as the B address of a micro-order,
the datum in the T REG is moved to LI 6 and is also stored in the general


















FIGURE 5. An example illustrating L16 used as the A address
of a micro-order.
L18-L19. Whenever L18 appears as the A address of a micro-
order, a datum is fetched from main memory using the address found in
LI 9. The datum is stored in LI 8 and also placed in the T REG. When-
ever LI 8 appears as the B address of a micro-order, the datum in the
T REG is moved to LI 8 and is also stored in main memory at the location
specified in LI 9.
L20. The read-write control register is used to determine
whether a read or a write operation is to be executed. If L20 is used
as the A address, a card is read and its contents are loaded into the
I/O buffer in EBCDIC format with card columns 1-80 corresponding to
buffer locations 101-180. For example, suppose the card being read
contained the number 436 in card columns 3-5. Then the contents of
the 1/0 buffer would look like:
Location 101 102 103 104 105 106 180
| 1— , , , ,
1
Contents 64 64 244 243 246 64 64
Each number on the card is converted and inserted in the buffer in EBCDIC
representation (e.g., a decimal number in the range to 255). If L20 is
used as the B address, the contents of buffer locations L101-L180 are
printed as a single line of output.
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L21-L23, Whenever 121 is used as the A address, each of the
data stored in ascending micro-memory locations starting with the
location specified in L22 up to and including the location specified
in L23, are converted from EBCDIC format to decimal digits, combined
into an integer number and stored in L21 . Non-numeric characters
other than a minus sign are ignored during the conversion. The result
in L21 is then placed in the T REG. If L21 is used as the B address,
the procedure is reversed. That is, the number in the T REG is first
moved to L21 . It is then separated into individual decimal digits
which are converted to EBCDIC format- The EBCDIC representations of
the decimal digits are finally stored in the buffer locations as
specified by the addresses in L22 and L23. The rightmost digit is
right adjusted in the highest location, and leading blanks and a minus
sign are inserted if necessary.
L24-L31 . Whenever L24 appears as the B address, the datum in
the T REG is placed in L24 and L25. This procedure serves to initialize
the add register (L25). Whenever L25 appears as the B address, the datum
in the T REG is added to the current contents of L25, and the result is
stored in L25, In this case, the contents of L24 remain unchanged. The
L26-L27, L28-L29, and L30-L31 pairs function the same as the L24-L25
pair to do subtraction, multiplication, and division, respectively.
When each location, L24-L31 , appears as the B address, the appropriate
condition code is set and stored in L15,
L32-L33> Whenever L32 appears as the A address of a micro-order,
a datum is fetched from micro-memory using the address found in L33. The
datum is stored in L32 and also placed in the T REG, When L32 appears
as the B address of a micro-order, the datum in the T REG is moved to
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L32 and is also stored in micro-memory at the location specified in
L33. L32 and L33 are convenient to use when a micro-memory location
is specified "indirectly" (e.g. L(L35)).
3. The Microprogram (Locations L201-L999)
The microprogram consists of a master routine and a set of
micro-routines used to perform the tasks required by the instruction
repertoire of the selected machine language. The master routine may
contain any number of special function sequences, two of which must be
a get-next-instruction (GNI) sequence and a linking sequence. The GNI
sequence is required in order to access each individual instruction
from main memory and to separate different parts from the instruction.
The GNI sequence also controls a location counter which is used to
access successive instructions from main memory. The linking sequence
determines which instruction of the repertoire was accessed in order
to provide branching in micro-memory to the micro-routine associated
with the accessed instruction. The linking sequence accomplishes
branching by inserting a new micro-memory address into the micro-memory
location counter. This is done via a transfer link in the branching
table which accesses an address in the constant table.
After branching to the selected micro-routine has been effected,
the sequence of micro-order execution within the routine is controlled
by the micro-memory location counter. The address in the location
counter, however, may be changed by the logic of the micro-routine to
control branching within the routine. Each routine may use parts of
the instruction as operands to access main memory or the general purpose
registers. Data transfer within micro-memory is controlled directly by
the addresses of the micro-order. Each micro-routine associated with
instruction execution returns control to the GNI sequence of the master
routine when its task is completed.
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The simulator with user microprogramming lends flexibility
to allow the design of a large and varied instruction repertoire.
The microprogram may be written in a higher-level language or directly
in object coded format. Both methods offer a challenge in ingenuity
and creativity in designing an instruction set, however micropro-
gramming in object code further challenges the user in writing efficient
and optimal coding.
C. MAIN MEMORY
Main memory contains 1000 words of storage addressed numerically
through 999. Main memory locations may be referred to by the prefix
letter M followed by the address (e.g., M2 or M98). Each word can hold
an 8-digit positive number or a 7-digit negative number. Associated
with the main memory cells are the memory address register (L19) and
the memory buffer register (L18). LI 9 holds the address of the datum
of interest while LI 8 holds the datum to be recalled or receives the
datum to be memorized. The two functions of memory are recall and
memorization. A recall is initiated when LI 8 is used as the A address
of a micro-order. A datum is then returned from the main memory
location specified in L19, Memorization is initiated when L18 is
used as the B address, whence a datum is then stored in main memory
at the location specified in L19.
The users machine language program is stored in main memory. The
basic machine language instruction consists of a series of decimal
digits up to a maximum length of eight digits. The format of the
instruction may be designed in any manner to suit the needs of the
user. The instruction is decoded or broken up into separate parts
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under microprogram control. The user must define the microprogram
in order to separate each piece of information form the instruction
and to store it in the proper micro-memory location where it can be
operated upon by the interpreter.
D. THE GENERAL PURPOSE REGISTERS
The system contains 100 general purpose registers numbered RO through
R99. The registers may be used for indexing to implement address modi-
fication. Associated with the GPR's are a general purpose register
buffer register (L16) and a general purpose register address register
(L17), whose functions are analogous to L18 and L19.
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III. THE HIGHER-LEVEL MICROPROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
The task of writing the microprogram directly in object-coded
format is somewhat tedious. Therefore, the user may prefer to write
the microprogram in a higher-level language which could be used by
the compiler to generate the necessary object code. This section of
the report defines the higher-level language used and gives an example
of a higher-level language microprogram described in detail. Also
included are some examples of the compiler-generated object code.
A. DEFINITION OF THE HIGHER-LEVEL LANGUAGE
Following is a BNF grammar of the language.
<microprogram> ;; = statement list> <group list> <end statement
<group list> ;; = <group> | <group list> <group>
<group> ;; = <group head> |<group head> <statement list>
<group head> •• = <op code label > <statement>
statement list> ;; = <statement> |<statement list> <statement>
<statement> ;; = <let statement >|<if statement> | <read statement>|
<write statement>
| <get statement> ]<put statement>|
<go to statement |<return statement> |<stop statement>
<let statement> ;; = LET <variable> = <expression>
<expression> ;; = <operand> |<operand> <operator> <operand>




<if statement ;; = IF (<variable>) <number>, <number>, <number>
<read statement* ;; = READ | READ (<parameter list>)






<parameter 1 i st>
= GET (<parameter 1 i st>)
= PUT (<parameter 1ist>)
= <operand>, <operand>, <variable>




-stop statement> • • = STOP
<end statement> •
<op code label >
;
= END
= <number> { ^. 1 , ^ 99 }
<variable> — = subscripted variable>| <nonsubscripted variable>
<subscripted variable> ;; = <letter> (<subscript>)
<subscript> ;; = L<number>| <constant>
<nonsubscripted variable> ;; = <letter> <number>
<number> ;; = <decimal digit> | <number> <decimal digit>
<decimal digit> ;; = 0|1 |2|--« |9
<letter> ;; = L|R|M
<constant> ;; = <number> { ^0, ^99999999 }
The reserved words READ, WRITE, GET, PUT, LET, IF, GO TO, RETURN,
STOP, and END are used by the compiler to determine the type of state-
ment being compiled. (In each statement the reserved word must be
followed by at least one blank.) The group list used in the BNF refers
to the collection of micro-routines, each routine being called a group.
The first statement of each routine must be preceeded by a label which
is the numerical operation code. The last statement of a routine would
usually be a return statement to return control back to the master
routine. If the last statement is not a return statement then it must
be a go to statement and the return statement must be elsewhere within
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the routine. The group list must be followed by the END statement.
The END statement tells the compiler that this is the last statement
in the microprogram and that compilation can be terminated.
The parameter list in the read and write statements is optional.
READ or WRITE without the parameter list simply results in the read-
ing of a card into the buffer or the writing of the contents of the
buffer into one line of output. If a parameter list is used, data is
transferred from the buffer to a storage location after a read, or
data is transferred from a storage location to the buffer before a
write. The first two parameters in the list may be variables or
constants, while the third parameter must be a variable.
B. A HIGHER-LEVEL LANGUAGE EXAMPLE
An example of a higher-level language microprogram is presented
here.
Consider the machine instruction design as shown in Figure 1(a)
on page 13 and segregation of information as shown in Figure 1(b).








n Branch on less than
14 Stop
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A microprogram to describe the special set of instructions
listed above is shown in Figure 6.
LET L2 = M(L1) (1)
LET LI = LI + 1 (2)
PUT (181 ,188, L2) (3)
GET (181, 182, L3) (4)
GET (183, 183, L4) (5)
GET (184, 184, L5) (6)
GET (185, 188, L6) (7)
LET L6 = L6 + R(L5) (8)
LET Lll = L3 + 900 1:io)
1 READ 1[11)
LET L40 =101 1;i2)
LET L41 =101+4 1:i3)
GET (L40,L41, M(L6) [14)
LET L40=L40 + 5 1[15)
LET L6 = L6 + 1 1;i6)
LET R(L4) = R(L4) - 1 <[17)
IF (R(L4))9,9,3 1[18)
RETURN 1:i9)
2 WRITE (125,130,M(L6) |'20)
RETURN
I 21)
3 LET R(L4) = M(L6) I[22)
RETURN 1[23)
4 LET M(L6) = R(L4) I'24)
RETURN ('25)
5 LET R(L4) = R(L4) + M(L6) {'26)
RETURN ( 27)
FIGURE 6. A Higher-Level Language Microprogram
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8 LET R(L4) = R(L4)/M(L6) (28)
RETURN (29)
10 LET L39 = R(L4) - M(L6) (30)
IF (L39) 3,5,7 (31)
LET L10 = 11 (32)
GO TO 8 (33)
LET L10 = 12 (34)
GO TO 8 (35)
LET L10 = 13 (36)
RETURN (37)
11 LET L38 = L10 - 11 (38)
IF (L38) 4,3,4 (39)





The master routine consists of statements (1) through (10). The
GNI sequence consists of statements (1) through (7). Statement (1)
loads the instruction from the main memory location addressed by LI
into the instruction register (L2). Statement (2) increments the
location counter (LI) by one. Statement (3) divides the contents of
the instruction register into individual digits and inserts one digit
in each of the buffer locations L181-L188. Statement (4) gets the
digits stored in locations 181 and 182, combines them into an integer
and stores the result in L3. Statements (5) through (7) get the
remaining digits, combines them as indicated and store the results in
L4, L5 and L6 respectively. The instruction is now broken up so that
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its parts can be operated on or manipulated individually. Statement
(8) computes the effective address by adding the contents of the index
register to L6. In this case indexing is done in the master routine
before branching to the micro-routine of the selected instruction.
This has the effect of providing indexing for all of the instructions
in the selected instruction set. If indexing were desired only in
certain of the instructions, then statement (8) would not appear in
the master routine but would appear in each of the micro-routines where
indexing is desired. Statement (10) comprises the linking sequence.
The base address of the branching table (900) is added to the operation
code (L3). Suppose the current instruction was a load instruction. Then
the next micro-order to be executed would be in location 903. The order
stored in 903 by the compiler would load the base address of the "load"
micro-routine into the location counter (Lll) which in turn would cause
branching to that routine.
The micro-routine consisting of statements (11) - (19) defines the
read instruction. Statement (11) reads a card into the buffer. State-
ments (12) and (13) set the values of the parameters used in the fol-
lowing get statement. Statement (14) combines the data in the buffer
locations specified by L40 and L41 and stores the result in the main
memory location addressed by L6. For this read instruction, the con-
tents of the register determines the number of data to be read from the
same card and stored in successive memory locations. The parameters L40
and L41 determine where on the card the data are to be found. Consider
the read instruction
01200040
Suppose R2 equals four. Then the first datum will be read from card
columns 1-5 and stored in memory location 40. The second datum will
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be read from card columns 6-10 and stored in memory location 41,
and so on until four data are read and stored, at which time R2
will have been decremented to zero by statement (17). Statement
(18) then causes branching to the ninth statement within the micro-
routine. (Note that the numbers in an IF statement and in a GO TO
statement refer to the position of another statement within the
same micro-routine.) The return statement transfers control back
to the master routine by loading into LIT the address of the first
micro-order of statement (1).
The write micro-routine (statements (20) and (21)) inserts one
datum from main memory into the buffer and prints the entire con-
tents of the buffer. Any other data held in the buffer in locations
other than 125-130 would also be printed. For example, had four
numbers been read in previous to the write instruction, then these
four numbers in locations 101-120 would also have been printed.
To prevent the printing of any old or undesirable data held in the
buffer from an earlier operation, it would be necessary to first
clear the buffer before inserting any new data to be printed.
Clearing of the buffer could be accomplished by a routine like the
following:
LET L44 = 101 (1)
LET L(L44) = 64 (2)
LET L44 = L44 + 1 (3)
LET L45 = L44 - 180 (4)




Statements (1) - (5) form a loop to set the contents of buffer
locations 101-180 to blanks. L44 is used to indirectly specify the
micro -memory location which is to be blanked. It is incremented by
one each time through the loop until it equals 181, at which time a
branch is taken to statement (6). Thus each buffer location is set
equal to 64 which is the decimal equivalent of the EBCDIC represen-
tation of a blank.
The routines in statements (22) - (29) are self explanatory. The
routine in statements (30) - (37) compares the contents of a register
with the contents of a main memory location and sets a condition code
of 11, 12, or 13 depending upon whether the result is negative, equal
to zero, or positive. Statement (31) causes branching to statement
(32), statement (34) or statement (36) where the applicable condition
code is stored in L10. The branch-on-less-than routine checks to see
if the condition code equals eleven. If L38 equals zero, then state-
ment (40) is executed, otherwise the if statement causes branching to
the return statement. If statement (40) is executed, then the main
memory location counter is set equal to the address in L6.
The compiler for the higher-level language is a single pass compiler
which generates the necessary object code as each statement of the
higher-level -language is processed. The end statement signals the
compiler to return control back to the function keyboard. A listing
of the microprogram in object code for this example as generated by
the compiler is contained on pages 83 and 84.
Figure 7(a) shows a machine program which is roughly equivalent to
the simple FORTRAN-like program shown in Figure 7(b). This machine
program could be executed by the hypothetical machine defined in Figure





M-003 05130020 READ (10) A, B, C, D
M-004 05300012 10 FORMAT (415)
M-005 10300013 SUM=A+B+C+D
M-006 11000003 AVE = SUM/4
M-007 08100013 WRITE (15) AVE







FIGURE 7. A machine language program and its corresponding
FORTRAN-! ike program.
The machine as defined in Figure 6 is minimal in order to suit the
machine language program illustrated here. However, the machine could
be enlarged considerably by defining additional instructions.
Two additional examples of higher-level programming appear in the
appendices. In Appendix A a machine using the "stack" concept is
defined. The compiler output for this example appears on pages 85 and
86
. in Appendix B a simple BRAIN-2 machine is defined.
C. THE OBJECT-CODED MICROPROGRAM PRODUCED BY THE COMPILER
The following examples show the object code which would be generated
by the compiler for typical higher-level language statements.
EXAMPLE 1







Micro-order (1) causes a card to be read. If the parameter list
is not used, then micro-orders (2) - (5) are not generated. Micro-
orders (2) and (3) transfer the contents of L40 and L41 into the buffer
lower and upper address registers. Micro-order (4) loads L19 with the
contents of L6 and micro-order (5) converts, combines and transfers
data from the buffer into LI 8.
EXAMPLE 2







Micro-order (1) loads the contents of L4 into L17 and micro-order
(2) transfers the contents of LI 6 into the add-initialize register.
Micro-order (3) transfers the contents of L6 into LI 9 and micro-order
(4) transfers the contents of L18 into the add register. Both micro-
orders (2) and (4) set the condition code which is stored in LI 5.
Micro-order (5) loads LI 7 and micro-order (6) transfers the result of
the add operation to LI 6.
EXAMPLE 3
LET L(L35) = R4 - 10
0348 0017 (1)
0016 0026 (2) L-348 0000 0004




Micro-order (1) loads the constant "4" from the constant table
into L17 and micro-order (2) transfers the contents of L16 to the
subtract-initialize register. The constant "10" is then sent to the
subtract register. In this example, the micro-memory location is
addressed indirectly, therefore the address stored in L35 must be
loaded into the micro-memory address register and the result in the
subtract register transferred to the micro-memory buffer register.
If L(L35) had been simply L35, then micro-orders (4) and (5) would
simply be the one micro-order "0025 0035".
EXAMPLE 4
IF (L38) 3, 5, 7
L-236 0038 0024
L-237 0015 0024
L-238 0011 0025 L-350 0000 0223
L-239 0025 0011 L-351 0000 0230
L-240 0350 0011 L-352 0000 0243
L-241 0351 0011
L-242 0352 0011
Suppose the code is stored in the micro-memory locations as shown
above with L350-L352 being part of the constant table. The micro-order
stored in L236 transfers the contents of L38 into the add initialize
register. This is done not to initiate an add operation but simply to
set the condition code according to the contents of L38. L237 and L238
add the contents of the micro-memory location counter to the condition
code and store the result in LIT. The address in Lll then determines
whether L240, L241 , or L242 is executed next. A condition code of "1"
would cause L240 to be executed next which in turn loads the contents
of L350 into the location counter. L350 contains the address of the
first micro-order of the third statement of the micro-routine which
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contains the if statement. Condition codes of "2" and "3" would cause
branching to locations 230 and 243 respectively. The overall effect
is to cause branching within a micro-routine depending upon the value
of the argument.
Returning control from a micro-routine back to the main routine
may be executed by one micro-order which loads the address "201" into
the micro-memory location counter. The stop instruction is recognized
by the interpreter as a string of zeros (e.g., both the A address and
the B address specify a no operation).
For the user to write the microprogram directly in object-coded
format, he needs both the knowledge required to write the microprogram
in the higher-level language and a thorough understanding of the inter-
preter-controlled locations (L11-L33). Besides writing the routines
to define his machine, the user must also construct the constant table
and the branching table. These tables may be at any locations in micro-
memory provided they can be accessed by the microprogram and cause no
interference with its execution.
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IV. GRAPHIC DISPLAY CONSIDERATIONS
The IBM 2250 display unit had to be the user's interface with the
hypothetical computer. The programming and operation of the 2250 had
to be learned from scratch and applied to the particular requirements
of the hypothetical computer. During that period of learning, a number
of unique problem areas appeared; these problems were not always covered
in the IBM literature but by experimentation it was determined which
problems could be solved and which problems had to be approached from
a different direction. A great deal was learned about the actual capabil-
ities of the 2250.
A. THE DISPLAY UNIT
The computer facility at NPGS owns one IBM Display Unit, Model 1.
This display unit is connected to the school's IBM 360/67 computer
through a multiplexer channel. At the time this work was done, the 2250
operated under the System/360 Operating System along with the normal flow
of batch processing. The 2250 could only operate from the number 1 CPU
however.
The 2250 takes the place of one of up to eight control units which
may be attached to a channel. Both data to be displayed and control
information necessary to direct the operation of the 2250 are transferred
over the channel. The 2250 is built around a Cathode Ray Tube upon which
graphic and alphanumeric information is displayed.
IBM 2250 Display Units may be configured in a variety of ways; the
2250 at NPGS has the following special features:
Absolute Vectors and Control - Allows vectors of any length and at
any angle to be drawn on the CRT. Without this feature, only horizontal
and vertical vectors of any length and 45° vectors of limited length
may be drawn.
Character Generator - Provides a standard set of 63 alphanumeric
and special characters in either basic or large size as selected by
the programmer. The character generator translates one System/360 byte
representation of an alphanumeric character into a sequence of analog
signals necessary to trace the character on the CRT display.
Alphameric Keyboard - Provides a typewriter-like keyboard with which
the user can perform editing or compose messages. When the 2250 is equip-
ped with a character generator, messages are sent in character format to
the 2250 computer.
Programmed Function Keyboard - Consists of keys, indicators, and
sensing switches for use with replaceable descriptive plastic overlays.
The plastic overlay is pictured and the sensing switches are described
in Ref. 3. In this program the sensing switches are not used, as only
one overlay is required. There are thirty-two function keys, each with
a built-in indicator light. The function of each key is program-defined;
in this program, the required keys are enabled by the program and
identified to the user by being lighted at the appropriate times. Most
times the user will have a selection of lighted keys from which to
choose the particular sequence of orders he wishes executed.
Light Pen Detect - The light pen, when pointed at an illuminated
portion of the screen, identifies that portion to the computer. The
action taken by the computer is program-defined in much the same manner
as the function keys.
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Buffer Storage - The 2250 is provided with a local buffer in which
to store image orders for display regeneration purposes. By the use
of this buffer, the 2250 can operate concurrently with the main com-
puter, freeing the CPU, main core, and the channel for other purposes.
Buffer sizes of 4096 or 8192 bytes are available. The 2250 at NPGS is
configured with the 4K buffer.
A more detailed explanation of these features plus descriptions of
the Graphic Design feature (not available at NPGS) and the Operator
Control Panel may be found in Ref. 3.
B. CREATING THE DISPLAY
While learning to effectively utilize the 2250 Display unit, a
number of unique problem areas were encountered. Many of these problems
centered around the amount of local buffer space available. The 2250 at
NPGS as presently configured, has only 4096 bytes of local buffer stor-
age. This is adequate for most programs run on the 2250, but becomes
a severe limitation when large amounts of data are required to be display-
ed. Many problems would not have been encountered and much valuable time
would not have been spent trying to correct these problems if the 8192
byte buffer had been installed.
In the initial stages of programming the 2250, the manner in which
the display orders were generated in main core and the manner in which
these orders were placed in the 2250 buffer was not fully evident. The
primary objective at that time was to learn to program the 2250 in
Fortran IV and to cause a picture to appear on the screen. The early
efforts at accomplishing this task were eventually successful, but upon
closer examination at a later date, the methods used were shown to be
cumbersome and not \/ery efficient.
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The building of a hypothetical computer, displayed upon a screen,
required first of all that a great many lines be drawn. Once the out-
line of the memory and register structures was in place, labels for
individual boxes were required. Finally, the data was to be placed in
the boxes. When the original program was run it was found that all of
the data was not being displayed in the memory locations on the screen.
It was assumed that the 2250 buffer had filled up before the entire
presentation could be displayed.
It was found that some 2250 buffer space could be saved by more
efficient coding of that portion of the program concerned with generating
lines and boxes. This portion of the coding was rewritten and all of the
data was then able to be displayed.
The initial concept of the hypothetical computer included a micro-
programming capability, hence there was also a requirement for a display
of micro-memory locations. All of the coding for the primary display
was revised to eliminate all possible inefficiencies and coding was
written for the basic structure of the micro-memory display. The micro-
memory display was initially executed in Omit status so that it would
not show up on the screen; the primary display was executed in Include
status and was displayed normally. The program was written so that the
use of certain Programmed Function Keys would cause the visible display
to change from one picture to the other. This scheme worked but at that
point no labels or data had been included in the micro-memory display
and it was felt that the 2250 buffer would surely be exceeded again if
this additional requirement was added to the program.
Orders used by the 2250 in generating a display are fully explained
in Ref. 3. To determine just how much 2250 buffer space was being used
and just how it was broken down among the various graphic data sets, it
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was necessary to know what graphic orders and data were being produced.
The actual graphic order consists of two consecutive bytes, the Set Mode
(SM) and the Mode Control (MC) byte. The SM byte always contains a
hexadecimal 2A. The MC byte contains a variable code such as 00, 40, 80,
FF or others. The MC byte determines just what mode (graphic, character,
etc. ) is to be entered.
Following an MC byte may be a variable number of associated data
bytes. The SM byte enables the 2250 circuitry to detect the presence
of a new order; the next SM byte in effect resets or clears the present
mode of operation and the MC byte defines the new mode of operation.
Vectors may be generated in either the absolute or incremental
mode; all plotting in this program was done in the absolute mode. Four
bytes are required to identify one absolute x, y coordinate on the CRT
display. These bytes are arranged as shown in Figure 8.











FIGURE 8. Absolute graphic coordinates.
The S bits are sign bits assigned internally; the N bits are also assign-
ed internally to conform with the sign bit. The B bit is the blanking
bit, and it controls intensification of the x, y coordinate. Some graphic
orders only position the beam without intensifying it (MVP0S and STP0S).
A following graphic order will usually cause the beam to be unblanked in
order to draw a line or generate a character.
It was relatively easy to determine the number data bytes that would
be required when generating lines on the screen. Since all of the lines
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were generated in graphic data sets separate from the text, only one
order would be generated. This order would be Enter Graphic Mode,
Absolute Vector and would consist of the two bytes 2A 02. The remain-
ing bytes in the graphic data set would consist of data in the four
byte sequences shown above.
The character mode orders were not so easy to figure out. Reference
3 does not give a fine enough breakdown of character orders to determine
as closely just how many bytes are actually used. The two order bytes
are present as always and they are followed by data bytes - one byte
per character. After the first look this seemed to be the extent of
it and estimations were made accordingly.
To pin these figures down however, a printed output of the contents
of each graphic data set within the buffer was desired. The GSPRD routine
reads text information or all orders and data from part or all of a
graphic data set from the 2250 buffer into a main storage array. The
main storage array used was declared LOGICAL *1 and dimensioned 4096
bytes. The GSPRD routine also returns a value which is the number of
bytes of data actually read into the main storage array. Once read into
the main array by GSPRD, the graphic orders and data could readily be
printed out, byte by byte, in hexadecimal form. Additionally, the value
of the number of bytes actually read, was printed out in integer format.
The printout obtained, verified the estimates of 2250 buffer space
being used by a graphic data set when that data set was generating orders
in the graphic mode. These estimates were within two to four bytes of
the actual figure with a common exception which is discussed in a moment.
Those graphic data sets generating orders in the character mode how-
ever, actually used a significantly greater amount of space than was
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originally estimated. The printout of these graphic data sets showing
exactly how character mode orders were generated proved to be of great
value later on when the final display was decided upon and generated.
This printout showed that besides the two byte order setting the
character mode and the appended bytes describing individual characters,
there were ten additional bytes per element generated. These bytes
included two order bytes and two address bytes which could cause an
unconditional transfer, two order bytes setting the graphic mode, and
four bytes denoting a set of x, y coordinates to set the beam position
prior to beginning the generation of characters.
Individual elements were given correlation values so that each one
could be identified within the graphic data set; this was in conjunction
with the update facility of GSP which is described at the end of this
section. The first two bytes in the sequence determine whether the
element is currently in include or omit status. These bytes define
either a four byte No-Op (2A CO) or an unconditional transfer (2A FF).
The third and fourth bytes in the sequence are either ignored in the
case of the No-Op, or they contain the buffer address of the location
of the next buffer operation to be executed by the 2250 in the case of
the unconditional transfer. When an element is in include status, it
has the four byte No-Op; an element in omit status has the unconditional
transfer. The next six bytes were required to position the CRT beam
prior to the generation of each element. Since the extra ten bytes were
required of each element, it followed that a few large-sized elements
could effect a significant saving of 2250 buffer space over a great
number of small elements.
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An additional piece of information which could only be guessed
about prior to this time, was brought out by the graphic data set
printouts. Each graphic data set makes use of a 256 byte graphic
i
data output area in main core. The graphic orders and data for a
particular graphic data set are built up within this 256 bytes and
then the entire 256 byte block is transferred to 2250 buffer storage.
If a graphic data set used 1024 bytes this block would be filled and
transferred four times, and so on. However, if a graphic data set
uses less than 256 bytes or less than an integral multiple of 256
bytes, the entire 256 bytes or multiple of 256 bytes is transferred
to the 2250 buffer. This process results in the potential wastage
of one to 255 bytes of 2250 buffer storage per graphic data set.
This problem area was discovered by comparing the addresses of the
graphic data set printouts. In each case, if a graphic data set took
less than an integral multiple of 256 bytes, there was an unused area
making up the difference prior to the beginning of the next graphic
data set.
Five graphic data sets in the primary display plus one in the
micro-memory display were being used when the above problem was
discovered. By reducing the two displays to a total of three graphic
data sets, some additional space could be saved, but there would always
be some portion of the 2250 buffer rendered useless. In addition to
the probable non-used spaces in the 2250 buffer, the graphic subroutine
package (GSP) uses 256 bytes for control purposes. It may be seen that
at most, the user has only 3840 bytes of 2250 buffer to work with. In
practice this figure may be reduced by anywhere from one to 255 addi-
tional bytes per graphic data set used.
Two displays were generated and executed using the include and
omit features of GSP. Using this scheme, one display is generated
in include status, the other in omit status; the graphic orders and
data for both displays are placed in the 2250 buffer. As was discus-
sed on page 41, the first two bytes of each element determine whether
that element will be displayed or ignored at any particular time. The
picture may readily be switched from one display to the other but no
2250 buffer space is saved by this method. This scheme could not
have been carried out, for the amount of data required to be displayed
as 2250 buffer storage was not sufficient.
The only way in which 2250 buffer space may actually be freed is
through the use of the RESET subroutine. The RESET subroutine removes
selected elements or all elements from a graphic data set. This routine
terminates the display image produced by the concerned elements, frees
all 2250 buffer storage occupied by these elements and erases all keys
or correlation values associated with the removed elements. The graphic
data set is not terminated by this RESET subroutine however, and new
elements can be generated for the graphic data set in the normal manner.
An obvious solution to the problem of insufficient buffer storage
was the use of the RESET subroutine at those times that the user desired
to change the display presentation. This scheme was rejected for a
number of reasons. It would necessitate the complete regeneration of
a new display including all of the correct data each time the user wished
to change the screen's presentation. Besides being very cumbersome and
a potentially complicated and time-wasting procedure, this was deemed
to be an unrealistic procedure.
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The rejection of the above procedure did not completely rule out
the use of the RESET subroutine however. Reseting was still the only
way to completely free portions of 2250 buffer storage. The only other
scheme that seemed reasonable required the use of the GSPRD and ORGEN
subroutines. The former had been used previously to read the graphic
orders and data of a graphic data set into a main storage array for
analysis. The ORGEN subroutine moves graphic orders and data from a
main storage array into a graphic data set without calling the image
generation subroutines. Even though the description of the ORGEN sub-
routine was somewhat sketchy, it was felt that a combination of the
GSPRD, RESET, and ORGEN subroutines might allow two displays without
the problems of display regeneration.
The ORGEN subroutine required that all graphic orders be in the
format required by the 2250, and that the orders be written as if they
were at 2250 buffer address zero. Since the graphic orders in question
would have been transferred from the 2250 buffer, the first requirement
would be taken care of automatically, the second requirement would have
to be taken care of by programming.
It was decided to test this hypothesis with the first graphic data
set generated in the program. This graphic data set displayed the lines
and boxes required for the primary display, and required no addresses
which would need conversion; additionally there would be no updating or
changing required of the elements of this graphic data set.
The program was run and the graphic data set was printed out after
it was generated and each time it was read into main memory. Each time
the elements of the graphic data set were read out the graphic data set
was reset to free the 2250 buffer storage it had occupied. The first
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time it was brought back from main storage by the ORGEN subroutine only
a small portion of the elements were displayed. When the graphic data
set was read out and brought back again, no part of it showed up on the
display. Each printout of the graphic data set was identical however,
indicating that the graphic orders and data were not being changed each
time. It was thought that the graphic set was being split up and placed
into various free sections of the 2250 buffer when it was brought back
in by the ORGEN subroutine.
The program was run again with the various graphic data sets all
generated prior to the reading out and resetting of the graphic data set
in question. This procedure artificially forced the 2250 buffer space
vacated by that graphic data set to remain unused until the graphic orders
and data were brought back into the buffer by the ORGEN subroutine. This
time the picture was normal when it was brought back into the 2250 buffer.
Unfortunately this scheme didn't actually free up any 2250 buffer space
and it had to be discarded.
The inability of the programmer to read out the entire contents of
the 2250 buffer, and the sketchy explanations in the IBM FORTRAN manual
for the 2250 display unit prevented any further work being conducted
along the lines of a two picture display without an unjustifiable and
potentially harmful loss of time. A single picture display incorporating
all of the features of the hypothetical computer, was required.
No display scheme would be able to show all of the memory and register
contents of the hypothetical computer at one time. The main memory is
configured as 1000 words, the micro-memory as 999 words and there are
100 general purpose registers provided. Since any one user's program
would probably only require a portion of these various storage units,
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only those which were most directly affected by the program would
need to be displayed. It was decided to allow the user to define his
own display so that he could show any combination of memory and register
locations he desired, in any order he desired, within the basic display
limitations.
The basic display is configured as four columns of twenty-five
boxes each. The labeling and contents of these 100 boxes are defined
by the user. There are three additional 60-character boxes at the bot-
tom of the screen labeled INPUT, OUTPUT, and KEYBOARD. The INPUT box
displays the next card image to be read by the user's program; the OUT-
PUT box displays the results of an output or write operation within the
user's program or diagnostic messages. The KEYBOARD box has a cursor
inserted into it by the master program and is used to input changes to
the display or the user's program via the alphameric keyboard.
Two graphic data sets are utilized in generating the display. In
this way, wasted space within the 2250 buffer is kept to a minimum. The
lines and boxes of the basic display are generated as elements of a single
graphic data set. These elements actually use 950 bytes of 2250 buffer
storage; since the buffer is filled in 256 byte increments however, 1024
bytes are actually required.
The remainder of the picture, which includes all alphanumeric data
displayed on the screen, is generated in the second graphic data set.
Ideally the data required for each of the 103 boxes on the screen
would be generated as individual elements. After having determined how
the graphic orders were actually generated in the character mode how-
ever, it was easy to determine that 103 separate elements might require
excessive 2250 buffer storage. Specifically, each of the first 100
elements would require a minimum of fourteen data bytes (five for the
label, one for a blank, and eight for the contents) plus two graphic
order bytes plus the additional ten transfer and positioning bytes,
for a total of twenty-six bytes per element. The three lower elements
would require seventy-two data bytes plus the twelve additional bytes
each. The total number of bytes required would be 2852; the next higher
multiple of 256 is 3072 bytes which would be the actual amount of 2250
buffer space taken up. Since the first graphic data set required 1024
bytes and GSP required 256 bytes, the overall total would come to 4352
bytes which would exceed the 2250 buffer.
To cut down on the amount of 2250 buffer space used, the number of
elements generated had to be kept to a minimum. In addition, the con-
tents and labels of each of the 100 display boxes and the three special
purpose boxes had to retain the capability to be updated, substituted
for, or removed, as individual units.
The four columns of boxes are placed at equal distances apart so
that nineteen characters fit between the leading edge of one box and
the leading edge of the next box to the right. This leaves space for
seventy-two characters across the display with the fifth, twenty-fourth,
forty-third, and sixty-second characters falling immediately to the left
of the left edge of each of the four boxes in each row . There are five
character positions to the left of the first box, eleven character
positions within each box, and eight character positions between the
boxes.
The first five character positions of each nineteen character segment
are used for the box labels, the next character position (inside the left
of the box) is a blank, and the next eight character positions comprise
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the memory word. The remaining character positions were blanks up
to the beginning of the next label. No matter what type of label or
what the contents of the memory word, the character positions for each
nineteen character segment and for each of the first 25 rows of seventy-
two characters, were all consistent.
The bottom three rows were labeled INPUT, OUTPUT, and KEYBOARD
followed by blanks out to a total of 72 character positions. Within
the boxes a maximum of 60 characters could be shown.
The arrangement of characters upon the screen as described above
led to a relatively simple method of generating the associated graphic
data set. Each of the 28 rows of 72 characters was generated as an
element of the graphic data set. Under this arrangement each element
would require the 12 graphic order, transfer, and positioning bytes
plus 72 data bytes, for a total of 84 bytes per element. The 28 elements
of the graphic data set were estimated to require a total of 2352 bytes
which would actually require 2560 bytes of 2250 buffer space. The over-
all total was then estimated to be 3840 bytes, well within the 2250
buffer's capabilities.
An array called DSPLY declared as LOGICAL *1 and dimensioned 72 x 28
was decided upon as the basis for the display. To begin with, the entire
array was set to blanks; those character positions which would not be
used throughout the running of the program always remained blank,
insuring the consistency of the display.
C. THE GRAPHICS UPDATE FACILITY
This program makes a great deal of use of the update facility of GSP.
The update facility allows individual elements of a graphic data set to
be modified without affecting any of the other elements of the graphic
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data set. The only requirement is that the replacement element be
generated by the same subroutine that created the original element,
and that the element be keyed or correlated for identification.
Program assigned correlation values of one to twenty-eight are used
for each of the elements concerned. The update facility of GSP is
described in detail in Ref. 1.
The subroutine used to generate the 28 elements was the PTEXT
subroutine. This subroutine creates an element that displays up to
74 characters using the character generator feature of the 2250. The
characters are displayed in the same format as they appear in the
DSPLY array in main storage. Each of the 28 elements created by calls
to PTEXT may be modified by further calls to PTEXT utilizing the update
facility of GSP. Each element is 72 characters in length and each up-
date call regenerates all 72 characters; only those characters actually
changed within the DSPLY array however actually show up as a change on
the screen. While an entire row is being regenerated, it looks as
though only those segments of an element actually modified are changing.
The PTEXT subroutine used to do all of the updating of the first 25
elements is itself part of a program subroutine called UPDATE, The
UPDATE subroutine causes the correct portion of the DSPLY array to be
modified and passes the appropriate DSPLY element, correlation value,
and set of X - Y coordinates to PTEXT for updating.
While enabling the system to operate efficiently, the update facility
also allows the hypothetical computer to operate in a fairly realistic
manner. The hypothetical computer gives an educational and surprisingly
realistic look at the insides of an operating computer to the user.
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V, OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The operating instructions cover all of the specific areas that
the user must be familiar with in order to operate the hypothetical
computer. The user does not have to refer to any IBM publications
to operate the 2250 display unit. The 2250 is set up as the operator's
console of the hypothetical computer. The functions of the alphameric
keyboard, the Programmed Function Keys, and the display itself are
explained as they apply to the operation of the hypothetical computer.
Examples of the functions of the various function keys and control
cards are given followed by short discussions on efficient use of
CPU time and the problem of display flicker. Instructions on prep-
aration and submission of the card deck for a run are included.
A. PROGRAMMED FUNCTION KEYS
There are 32 programmed function keys associated with the 2250
display unit. Any number of these keys may be enabled by the
programmer to be used by him as he sees fit. Each key also has a
light inside it, and these lights are also under control of the
programmer. The lights are primarily for the convenience of the user
to let him know which PF keys are currently applicable to the correct
running of the program. Other attention sources include the END key
of the alphameric keyboard and the light pen. A detailed general
description of attentions and the attention handling subroutines of
GSP is given in the section entitled "Communicating With The 2250
Operator" in Ref . 1
.
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All of the Programmed Function keys described below with the
exception of P. F. key number 4 are lighted concurrently. This does
not mean that all of them will produce meaningful results at all times,
in a few particular instances some of them will produce disastrous
results. The user is advised to become familiar with these P. F. keys
so that he always knows what to expect when he depresses one of them.
Prior to any P. F. keys being lighted a number of steps are taken
by the master program.
1. The arrays which will hold the contents of the micro-memory and
main memory words and the contents of the registers are initialized to
zero.
2. The Graphic Subroutine Package (GSP) is initialized and linked to
the master program and the two graphic data sets are initialized. The
2250' s audio alarm is sounded to notify the user that the hypothetical
computer is being initialized.
3. The orders are generated within the first graphic data set to draw
the four columns of 25 boxes each and the three special boxes at the
bottom of the screen.
4. The entire DSPLY array is initialized to blanks and the orders and
data are generated for the second graphic data set. These are the 28
elements of 72 characters each. The first 25 elements are initially
composed of 72 blanks each. The last three elements are initialized
with the words INPUT, OUTPUT and KEYBOARD in the leftmost positions.
5. The first of the user's control cards is read in and displayed in
the INPUT box. The master program always stays one card ahead of the
user's program; the next card the user will read, whether it is a control
card or a data card, is always displayed in the INPUT box.
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Following these initial steps P. F. keys 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 22,
25, 27, and 30 are lighted and the machine is placed in the wait state,
awaiting an attention from one of the lighted keys. These P. F. keys
give the user positive control over all aspects of execution of his
program. Since he has this positive control, however, it is incumbent
upon the user to fully understand what he is doing at all times. Fol-
lowing is a detailed description of the functions of these keys.
1 • Process Control Card (P. F. key 1)
This P. F. key causes the user's next control card to be processed.
The card to be processed is displayed in the INPUT box. Since the use of
P. F. key one is directly concerned with how control cards are processed,
the discussion of control cards following this section must be completely
understood.
2. Read The Next Card (P. F. key 2)
This P. F. key causes the next card in the user's sequence to be
read and displayed in the INPUT box. The card image currently displayed
in the INPUT box is ignored. Although the user may have information in
all 80 columns of the card, only the first 61 columns will be displayed
due to space limitations on the screen. During the processing of control
cards or during the actual execution of the user's program, the next
card will usually be read automatically and the user will not need to
press key number two. If the user desires to flush out the remainder
of his program however, in order to begin a second program, he may use
the READ key to read and ignore as many cards as necessary until the
next appropriate control or other card appears in the INPUT box. After
the card has been read, the machine returns to the wait state.
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3. Go (P. F. key 3)
This P. F. key places the hypothetical computer into the go or
run mode. In this mode instructions are executed automatically in
sequential fashion. In addition, P. F. key number four, the STOP key,
is lighted and remains so while the machine is computing. If not
stopped by the user, the computer will execute his entire program and
then place itself in the wait state. The user may then terminate, or
reset and execute another program. At any point during execution in
the GO mode the user may stop execution by means of the STOP key.
4. Stop (P. F. key 4)
While executing in either the GO mode or the SINGLE INSTRUCTION
mode, the computer checks for an attention from P. F. key number 4 at
the completion of each micro-instruction cycle. If an attention has
occurred, execution is stopped and the machine places itself in the
wait state. The machine generally operates at a relatively slow speed -
the user can see the micro-instruction location counter changing. Usually
however, the user will not be able to stop execution at a particular
micro-instruction. With luck he should be able to stop within two micro-
instructions of any given instruction.
5. Single Cycle (P. F. key 5)
The P. F. key causes the execution of one micro-instruction,
after which the machine is again placed in the wait state. Each minute
action of the user's program may be followed in detail by operating in
this mode. Since there may be as many as 30 or 40 micro-instructions
per machine instruction in a program this mode of operation is very slow.
It would not be advisable to attempt to execute an entire program in this
mode alone unless that program were very short.
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6. Single Instruction (P. F. key 7)
This P. F, key causes the execution of one machine instruction,
after which the machine is again placed in the wait state. While the
micro-instructions making up the machine instruction are being executed,
P. F. key number four, the STOP key is lighted. Execution may be stop-
ped at any time prior to the normal end of the machine instruction cycle
by depressing the STOP key.
7. Reset (P. F. key 9)
This P. F. key resets micro-memory locations one through ten to
zeroes and resets micro-memory location 11 to 201. The Reset key must
always be pressed to set the hypothetical computer up prior to beginning
execution of a new program or prior to beginning execution of a program
over again. If two sets of data have been submitted for a single user
program, the Reset key may be used in conjunction with the Read key (#2),
to discontinue execution of the program prior to attaining a normal end-
ing with the first set of data. The Read key can be used to flush the
remaining data cards in the first set and display the first data card of
the second set in the INPUT box. The Reset key will then set the hypo-
thetical computer up to rerun the user's program using his second set of
data cards. If the user fails to provide data cards for a Reset program,
the first read instruction in his program will attempt to read an end-of-
file card or other control card. If this happens, the message END OF DATA
will appear in the OUTPUT box and the user will have to take appropriate
action. If the user's program attempts to read beyond all of his data
and control cards, the message END OF FILE will appear in the OUTPUT box.
If an attempt is made to read past the end of file a second time, System/
360 will terminate the run abnormally.
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8. Hard Copy Printout (P. F. key 22)
This P. F. Key causes a printout of the DSPLY array. The print-
out will be a part of the normal printed output received after the
termination of the run. The printout will exactly duplicate the picture
on the screen with the exception of the outlines of the boxes. This
feature cannot be used indiscriminately, since only one printout appears
per page and if too many pages were printed the available SYSOUT space
could be exceeded. About fifteen separate printouts may safely be
executed. Examples of the hard copy printout are shown on pages 87 and
88
.
9- Terminate (P. F. key 30)
This P. F. key terminates the master program and erases the
picture from the 2250 display unit. This is the normal manner in which
a program run is terminated on the hypothetical computer. This key will
terminate the run at any time so it must not be pushed until the user has
completed his work.
P. F. keys numbers 25 and 27 will be described in connection with the
use of the alphameric keyboard.
B. ALPHAMERIC KEYBOARD
The alphameric keyboard is used to perform two basic tasks. One task
involves changing the contents of a memory word or register which is cur-
rently being displayed; the second task involves changing which memory
locations or registers are to appear on the display.
Characters may be inserted onto the display screen only where the
cursor appears. This system automatically inserts the cursor into the
leftmost portion of the KEYBOARD box at the time the program and display
are being initialized. Up to 60 characters may be inserted in a left to
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right sequence in this box. In actual usage, the maximum number of
characters the user would be required to insert is fourteen. As an
alphameric key is pressed, the character appears on the screen imme-
diately above the cursor and the cursor moves to the right one char-
acter position. When the information has been entered, P. F. key 25
or 27 is pushed depending upon the data entered. These P. F. keys
cause routines to be entered which read the KEYBOARD data, interpret
it, and change the display accordingly. The last character string
inserted will remain displayed until new characters are inserted over
them by the user.
When the user desires to insert new data into the KEYBOARD box he
must backspace the cursor to its original position prior to typing in
the new information. The old characters on the screen need not be erased
prior to entering new characters; the new characters will automatically
replace the old ones. If there are not sufficient new characters
inserted to completely eliminate the old ones, the user should advance
the cursor by means of the space bar until all of the remaining old
characters have been erased. The user may then push the proper P. F.
key to read and execute the data.
The 100 display boxes may show any combination of memory words,
micro-memory words, or registers that the user desires. The initial
display is normally set up by $DISPLAY control cards. The boxes are
numbered from 1 to 100 with boxes numbered 1, 26, 51, and 76 heading
each of the four columns. Once the user's program and the display have
been initialized, the user is free to change his display as often as
conditions warrant.
1 . Changing The Contents of a Word or Register
A change in the contents of a memory word or register requires
the user to give the type of location (L - micro-memory, M - memory,
R - register), the location number, and the replacement data. This
information may be inserted in any one of a number of ways. If the
display box number 50 looks like this,
R-092 00000021
and the user desires to change the contents of R-092 to 44, the user
may accomplish this change by inserting into the KEYBOARD box one of
the following:
R-092 00000044 or R92 44 or R92,44 or R92, 00000044.
There must be a blank or a comma between the label portion and the
contents portion of the input string. The first method shown is recom-
mended for the new user as this exactly duplicates the format of the
display and mistakes would be minimized; all methods are equally valid
however.
Once the string has been inserted into the KEYBOARD box the user
must depress P. F. key number 25. This attention causes the newly entered
string to be read and the contents of R-092 to be updated accordingly.
The appropriate portion of the display will visually update almost im-
mediately.
Further examples:
a) L-050 01200040 to b) L-050 01200042
Insert from the keyboard either the string b, or,
L50, 1200042 or L50 01200042
or either of the above with a blank substituted for a comma or vice versa.
When any change of contents is made, the first non-zero digit in the
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contents portion and all following digits must be entered from the
keyboard. If fewer than eight digits are entered for the contents
portion, the system will in all cases assume leading zeroes.
The content change feature of the alphameric keyboard may
also be used by the programmer to input his program. The capability
exists to input the entire micro-program and machine program. In
practice this would be extremely cumbersome as these two sections
might total 150 to 200 separate instructions. It would certainly be
feasible to manually input the machine program however, especially if
it were short (15 instructions or fewer).
2. Changing the Locations Being Displayed
Two different but interrelated functions come under this head-
ing. One or more memory locations or registers may be inserted into
display boxes whether those boxes are currently empty or contain other
memory locations or registers, or currently displayed memory locations
or registers may be erased from the screen and be replaced by blanks.
The format of both functions is similar.
If the user wishes to insert micro-memory locations 101 through
120 into boxes 26 through 46 he would insert the following into the KEY-
BOARD box:
LlOl-120,26 or LI 01 -120 26
These two formats are the only ones accepted by the system. The required
information includes L, M, or R, the range of locations or registers to
be displayed, and the box number in which the sequence is to begin. If
only micro-memory location 101 were to be inserted into box number 26,
the user would insert the following into the KEYBOARD box:
L101.26 or L101 26
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When the string is complete, the user must depress P. F. key number
27. If boxes 26 through 46 were blank, the new information would
merely be inserted into the proper boxes. If any or all of boxes 26
through 46 displayed other registers or memory locations these would
be removed from the display and replaced by the new information. The
actual contents of the replaced registers or memory locations would not
be altered in any way.
If the user wishes to erase one or more memory locations or
registers from the display, the procedure is exactly as above except
that zero is inserted as the box number.
MO-10,0 erases memory locations through 10 from the display
R15 erases register 15 from the display
In all examples blanks and commas are interchangeable. As in the pre-
vious example, the actual contents of the erased memory locations or
registers are not altered.
C. CONTROL CARDS
This discussion of control cards is closely allied with the use of
Programmed Function Key one since this P. F. key causes the next control
card to be processed. All control cards require a dollar sign ($) in
column one. When P. F. key number one is depressed the card image
displayed in the INPUT box is read and the appropriate processing is
done; when processing is completed the next user card is automatically
read into the INPUT box. In all cases when normal processing has taken
place, the user sees the next card to be read and used by the program
displayed in the INPUT box. Since he can see what the card looks like
the user probably won't attempt to process a non-control card as a control
card. If the user errs however, and the card he attempts to process does
not have a dollar sign in column one, the hypothetical computer will
display the diagnostic message NOT A CONTROL CARD in the OUTPUT box
and the system will return to the wait state. If the card has a dollar
sign in column one but beyond that does not fit the description of any
control card, the message UNRECOGNIZABLE CNTL CARD will appear in the
OUTPUT box, and the hypothetical computer will return to the wait state.
In either case, when a control associated diagnostic message appears,
the next card in the input stream is not read or displayed. The card
image which is causing the diagnostic message to appear remains avail-
able in the INPUT box until the user does something other than attempt
to process it as a control card.
A control card may be one of four basic types: $C0MPILE, $READ,
$DISPLAY, or $PRINT. The end of file card has only a $ in column one
and is blank otherwise; it may also be thought of as a control card.
On the four basic control cards there may be one or more blanks between
the $ and the control card definition word.
The user has the option of inputing his micro-program in a higher
level source code which will then be compiled by the master program in-
to the correct object code, or he may input his micro-program directly
in object code.
The $C0MPILE control card is required if the user wishes to input
his micro-program in a higher level source language. This control card
initiates the compiler which takes over and operates on the user's source
coded cards which must immediately follow the $C0MPILE card. Following
$C0MPILE on the same card the user is allowed two optional parameters.
The word SOURCE will cause a printout of each source coded statement;
the word OBJECT will cause a printout of each appropriate micro-memory
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location and the object code going into that location. If both parameters
are included, the printout of each source code statement is immediately
followed by the object code generated in the appropriate micro-memory
locations. An example of this output is as follows:
Let L2 - M (LI) Higher level language statement
201 10019
202 180024 Micro-memory locations and object code
203 250002








The $READ control card is required to read in an object coded user's
micro-program. The format of the $READ card is as follows:
$READ •••L201-350
In the example, the $READ card will cause data to be read into micro-
memory locations 201-350. The data (in this case the user's micro-
program in object form) must appear right justified in eight fields of
ten digits each per card (8110 format). The $READ card is also used to
read in the user's machine language program; in this case the letter M
followed by the range of locations would replace L201-350 in the above
example. The user's machine program must appear in the same format (8110)
as the micro-program and must follow the $READ control card. The $READ
card will also read information in 8110 format into a series of registers
by using R instead of L or M. In actual practice the latter would be used
little if at all.
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The cards required to read in a users machine language program of
four instructions into words 0-3 would appear as follows:
$READ ?; MO-3
01000020 03100020 04100022 0200022
The $DISPLAY control card tells the hypothetical computer which
memory or micro-memory locations or which registers to display. These
control cards are usually used to set up the initial display. The
$DISPLAY card is not required however, since the user may define or
redefine his display at any time through the keyboard input feature.
The format of the $DISPLAY card is shown in the following examples.
Examples
$DISPLAY ••' LI -25,1 displays micro-memory locations 1-25
beginning in box number one.
$DISPLAY •*" Rl-8,26 displays registers 1-8 beginning in box
number 26.
$DISPLAY •• M0-15,0 erases the display of memory locations 0-15.
In all cases there must be at least one blank between DISPLAY and the L,
R, or M. The format of the data portion of the $DISPLAY control card is
identical to the format required when inputing similar information via
the alphameric keyboard.
The $PRINT control card causes the contents of a series of memory,
micro-memory, or register locations to be printed out under an appropriate
heading. The format of this control card is shown in the example.
The hard copy printout produced by the $PRINT card is somewhat analo-
gous to a System/360 dump. Only the first location number and every tenth
location number following in a sequence is printed out on the left side
of the page. Across the page are printed the contents of the printed
location number and the following nine locations. The control card must
show the type of information (L, M or R) to be printed and the range.
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$PRINT ••• L201-350
causes a printout in the following general format.
MICRO-MEMORY
ADDR
201 00000000 00000000 00000000 . . . 00000000
211 00000000
221
The printouts of M and R locations are similar.
D. CONTROL CARD EXAMPLES
Following are some examples of typical input sequences with
explanations of what functions are performed by the control cards
Example 1
$C0MPILE SOURCE OBJECT













The user's micro-program will be compiled from his source code input.
Additionally, printouts of each higher level language statement fol-
lowed by the object code produced will be given.
Micro-memory locations 201-300 will be displayed and a printout of
the contents of these same locations will be given.
The user's machine program will be read into memory locations zero
through twenty and a printout of the contents of these locations will be
given.
The display of micro-memory locations 201-300 will be removed from
the screen and micro-memory locations 1-40, registers 1-10, and main
memory locations 0-24 will be displayed.
The Reset key (#9) may be pressed and the user's program may be run,
the final control cards will signal the end of his program data. Notice





Portion of user's micro-program in object code
$READ L900-950
Remainder of user's micro-program in object code
$DISPLAY MO-24,76
$READ MO-14




In this example, the user's micro-program has been written in object
code and the compiler is not used at all. The $DISPLAY cards function
in the normal manner as in the previous example. The $READ cards also
function in the same manner but in this example the user's micro-program
is read in object code and furthermore, the entire program is not read
into contiguous locations. The user must insure that the proper program
cards follow each particular $READ control card. There are no control
cards following the user's machine program so the data follows in turn.
The number of end of file cards ($ ...) following the data cards is
optional; there must be at least one.
Example 3
$C0MPILE
User's source coded micro-program (including an END card)
User's program data
$
In this example the user's higher level language micro-program is compiled
but no printouts are given. The user must input his own display setup via
the alphameric keyboard. The user must also input his entire machine
language program from the alphameric keyboard. The user does not have to
display the locations into which he is inputing his machine instructions.
If he does not display these locations he is merely inserting his data
into the internal M array. In most cases however, the user would display
the proper locations so that he could visually check the accuracy of the
input data. In the latter case, the user would be updating the DSPLY
array as well as inserting data into the M array. Frequent use of the
$DISPLAY and $PRINT cards is recommended. If the user knows ahead of
time just what he wants displayed, the appropriate insertions of $DISPLAY
cards will reduce the number of times the relatively slow alphameric
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keyboard must be used. The $PRINT card along with the printout
options of the $C0MPILE card and the printout feature available on
P. F. key 22 give the user later access to virtually everything that
goes on in the hypothetical computer. The printout features comprise
a powerful debugging tool.
E. TIME CONSIDERATIONS
The hypothetical computer provides the user with two minutes of
System/360 CPU time for the GO step of the run. Under normal circum-
stances this amount of time is enough, but under some conditions ab-
normal termination of the run could occur due to reaching the two
minute time limit.
The 2250 display unit can place a great many more demands upon the
System/360 CPU during the execution of the user's program. While the
actual computation time required by the user's program may be quite
modest, the time required to transfer intermediate results to the 2250
and display the information on the screen may be excessive.
The user has the capability to display any memory locations or
registers he desires. The contents of some micro-memory locations
(L2-L25 especially) change quite often, some will change during each
micro-instruction cycle. By displaying these locations the user can
really get the feel of seeing the computer working. The user must fully
realize however, that he is paying a high price in CPU time to see the
yery great amount of updating that is going on. When running a program
that requires a fairly large amount of compute time the user would be
wise to not display those locations which require frequent updating.
The same general rule holds if more than one user program is to be run
during one session. Due to complexity or number of programs being run,
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the user may, in some cases, require more than the standard allotment
of System/360 CPU time. If this situation occurs, the user must make
special arrangements with the NPGS Computer Facility Operations Manager.
F. FLICKER
The display of the hypothetical computer will flicker when there is
a large amount of information presented on the screen. The 2250 has a
variable regeneration rate up to a maximum of 40 cps; a steady display
image can be obtained when the regeneration rate is greater than 30 cps.
The actual regeneration rate of the hypothetical computer is not known
but if all of the display boxes are full of characters the regeneration
rate is somewhat less than 30 cps and the flicker is a problem. The
user can cut down on the amount of flicker if he only displays those
memory locations and registers which he actually requires. Otherwise
flicker is a function of the 2250 display unit and is out of the hands
of the user.
G. SUBMITTING A RUN
The user's control cards, micro-program, machine program and data
are all put together in the order shown in the control card examples
on pages 63-65 . The program consists of a FORTRAN main routine and
several subroutines, preceeded by the normal job and control cards.
(The phrase TYPERUN = HOLD must be on the Job card.) The GSP sub-
routines reside permanently on the system disk and are linked to as
described in Ref. 1. The user's deck is data for the FORTRAN program
and goes between a //G0-SYSIN DD-* Card and an orange /* card at the end
of the program deck. The entire deck is submitted under a job submission
card filled out as follows:
1. Check "SPECIAL" under Type of Run and write in "2250" in large
numbers.
2. Check the boxes labeled "TESTING", "FORTRAN IV", and "OS/360 SYSTEM 1
3. Write in the time of desired run in the lower third of the card.
(Check current computer facility instructions for available 2250
run times.)
4. Submit at least one half hour prior to the desired run time.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The simulated microprogrammed computer described in this report
gives the user the means with which he can design his own special
purpose machine. The manner in which a higher-level language micro-
program is used to define a machine is straightforward and easy to
use. By a simple read-in, the user can alter or completely change the
design of his machine.
The simulated microprogrammed computer used in conjunction with the
IBM 2250 Display Console serves to give the user the feeling that he
has a small computer at his own disposal. Certain of the function keys
are operated as hypothetical computer controls. The user can sit at the
display console and view the contents of any word or register in the
machine. He also has the capability to change the contents of any word
or register by utilizing the function keys and keyboard. These features
give him complete control over the system, allowing him to change data,
machine language instructions, and even micro-orders at any point during
execution.
A number of improvements could be made to the system developed here
to further extend its overall capability. For instance, it could be
modified to allow variable word length machines to be simulated. A clock
might be added to display the elapsed time at any point during execution.
Additional "hardware" features could be implemented to include shifting,
AND ing, OR ing, etc. The higher-level language might be extended for
increased flexibility in writing the microprogram. A micro-assembly
language could be included in the system to allow the microprogram to be
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written with equivalent efficiency to an object-coded micro-program,
but by using symbols and numbers instead of numbers alone.
The light pen of the graphic display could be used to mark locations
being displayed for insertion or changing of data or labels. A more
flexible display format might be implemented to allow the user to tailor
it more to his needs. A capability to allow the user to insert and
display separate statements of the higher-level language and even control
cards from the keyboard could be added. For educational or instructional
purposes, it might be a good idea to make movies or videotape of the dis-
play while the machine is running, to furnish a dynamic classroom
demonstration of computer operation.
APPENDIX A
The hypothetical machine described in this example is based on the
"stack" concept, i.e. all operations are performed on elements which
are on a pushdown stack. The registers R1-R99 are used as the stack,
and when the computer is running, micro-memory location L7 points to
the current top of the stack. (During the execution of some instruc-
tions L6 points to the next-to-the-top of the stack.)
A word in this machine consists of eight digits. For an instruc-
tion word these eight digits are considered to be split into two four-
digit groups called syllables . Each syllable is further split into a
one-digit code and a three-digit modifier . A program for this computer
is a string of syllables which indicate, in the appropriate order, the
changes-of-state which the machine must undergo to accomplish the
desired computing task. (A syllable is roughly equivalent to a "machine
instruction" in the typical Von Neumann computer.)
The four valid values for the code of a syllable and the meaning of
each are as follows:
Treat this syllable as a "no-op".
1 Load the value of the modifier onto the stack.
2 Load the contents of the memory location whose address is given
by the modifier onto the stack.
3 Treat the modifier as an operation designator and perform the
designated operation.
The eleven operation designators implemented for this example and
the meaning of each are as follows:
1 (Read) Take the value off the top of the stack and consider
it to be the number of items to be read from a data card.
Then read a card into the I/O buffer. Store the value from
the first ten-digit field of the I/O buffer into the memory
location whose address is currently at the top of the stack.
Then remove the address from the stack. Repeat the storing
operation from successive fields until the specified number
of items (max. 8) have been read from the card. (A corresponding
number of addresses will have been removed from the stack.)
2 (Print) This operation is performed analogously to the Read
operation, and results in the printing of a line of up to
eight ten-digit fields.
3 (Store) Store the value from the top of the stack in the memory
location whose address is given in the next-to-the-top of the
stack. Then remove both the value and the address from the
stack.
6 (Copy) Make a copy of the value at the top of the stack and
place it on the stack. (This results in the top of the stack
and the next-to-the-top of the stack being identical.)
7 (Swap) Swap the values of the top of the stack and the next-
to-the-top of the stack with one another.
8 (Erase) Remove the value from the top of the stack and discard
it.
11 (Branch) Take the number off the top of the stack and consider
it to be the address of the memory location where the next
syllable to be "executed" can be found. (The first of the
two syllables at that location is the one being "branched to".)
12 (Branch-on-zero) If the value at the next-to-the-top of the
stack is zero, take the number off the top of the stack and
consider it to be the address of the memory location where
the next syllable to be executed can be found. Otherwise,
simply remove the value from the top of the stack, and go on
to the next syllable in sequence. (Note that in either case,
what was next-to-the-top before this operation is at the top
after the operation.)
22 (Subtract) Subtract the value at the top of the stack from
the value next-to-the-top, and then remove the value from
the top. (This leaves the result as the new top.)
23 (Multiply) This operation is similar to the subtract operation,
99 (Stop) Stop the running of the machine until a start key is
depressed.
When this computer is running, location LI is used as a location
counter, L2 holds the current instruction word, L3 indicates which
syllable of the word is under consideration, L4 holds the code of that
syllable, and L5 holds its modifier.
The higher-level language microprogram for the machine of this
example is the following:
IF (L3) 2, 2, 9 (1)
LET L3 = 1 (2)
LET L2 = M(L1) (3)
LET LI = LI + 1 (4)
PUT (181, 188, L2) (5)
GET (181,181,L4) (6)
GET (182, 184, L5) (7)
GO TO 12 (8)
LET L3 = (9)
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GET (185, 185, L4) (10]
GET (186,188, L5) (11
IF (L4) 1,1,13 (12;
LET L4 = L4-2 (13;
IF (L4) 15,18,21 (14;
LET L7 = L7 + 1 (15;
LET R(L7) = L5 (16;
GO TO 1 (17;
LET L7 = L7 + 1 (18;
LET R(L7) = M(L5) (19;
GO TO 1 (20;
LET Lll = 900 + L5 (21
LET L9 = R(L7) (1
LET R(L7) = (2;
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (3;
READ (4;
LET L51 = 101 (5;
LET L52 = 110 (6;
IF (L9) 16,16,8 (7;
LET L10 = R(L7) (8;
LET R(L7) = (9;
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (lo;
GET (L51,L52,M(L10)) (11
LET L51 = L51 + 10 (12;
LET L52 = L52 + 10 (13;
LET L9 = L9 - 1 (14;
GO TO 7 (15;
RETURN
LET L9 = R(L7) (1
LET R(L7) = (2;
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (3;
LET L51 = 101 (4;
LET L52 = 110 (5;
IF (L9) 15,15,7 (6;
LET L10 = R(L7) (7;
LET R(L7) = (8;
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (9;
PUT (L51,L52,M(L10)) (ICf
LET L51 = L51 + TO (11
LET L52 = L52 + 10 (12;
LET L9 = L9 - 1 (13!
GO TO 6 (14;
WRITE (15;
RETURN (16;
3 LET L6 = L7 - 1 (1
LET L9 = R(L6) (2;
LET M(L9) = R(L7) (3;
LET R(L7) = (4;
LET R(L6) = (5;
LET L7 = L7 - 2 (6;
RETURN (7;
6 LET L6 = L7 (1
LET L7 = L7 + 1 (2;
LET R(L7) = R(L6) (3;
RETURN (4;
7 LET L6 = L7 - 1 (1
LET L9 = R(L7) (2;
LET R(L7) = R(L6) (3;
LET R(L6) = L9 (4;
RETURN (5;
8 LET R(L7) =0 (1
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (2;
RETURN (3;
11 LET L3 = (1
LET LI = R(L7) (2.
LET R(L7) = (3)
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (4)
RETURN (5)
12 LET L6 = L7 - 1 (1)
IF (R(L6)) 5,3,5 (2)
LET L3 = (3)
LET LI = R(L7) (4)
LET R(L7) = (5)
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (6)
RETURN (7)
22 LET L6 = L7 - 1 (1)
LET R(L6) = R(L6) - R(L7) (2)
LET R(L7) = (3)
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (4)
RETURN (5)
23 LET L6 = L7 - 1 (1)
LET R(L6) = R(L6) * R(L7) (2)
LET R(L7) = (3)




The example program written for this computer reads a number (N),
computes its factorial (NF) by calling a recursive function, prints
the values of N and NF, and then goes back to read another card. The
factorial function returns a 1 when its argument (M) equals zero;
otherwise, it calls itself to evaluate (M-l)!, and then it returns the
value so obtained, multiplied by M.
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This example program would be roughly the following in FORTRAN
(Of course, the recursive function is invalid in that language.):












15 NFACT = 1
RETURN
END
The machine language version of this example program appears on the
left in the following table, and a pseudo-assembly language version ap-
pears on the right:
LOC SYL1 SYL2 LOC SYL1 SYL2
0000 0000 No-op No-op
1 1021 1001 BEGIN N 1
2 3001 1023 Read NF
3 1005 2021 BACK (N)
4 1011 3011 FACT Branch
5 3033 1023 BACK Store NF
6 1021 1002 N 2





11 1018 3012 FACT RET! Br-on-z
12 3006 1016 Copy RET2
13 3007 1001 Swap 1
14 3022 ion Subtr FACT
15 3011 0000 Branch
16 3023 3007 RET2 Mult Swap
17 3011 0000 Branch
18 3008 1001 RET! Erase 1




In this example a simple BRAIN-2 machine is defined. Each word can
hold an unsigned integer constant, four digits in length. The machine
language instruction contains two parts, an opcode part one digit long
and an address part three digits long. During execution, L3 is used to
hold the opcode part and L4 is used to hold the address part. Also, LI
is used for the location counter and L2 is used as the instruction
register.
The machine uses an accumulator (a four digit register) in which all
arithmetic operations are performed. If overflow occurs, (e.g. > 9999),
the high order digits are discarded. If underflow occurs (e.g. < 0),
the contents of the accumulator are set to zero. Also, a working register
is used for intermediate storage. During execution L6 is used as the
accumulator and L7 is used as the working register.
The operation codes used and their corresponding meanings are shown
below.
HALT stop processing this job
1 READ a four digit number from a data card (columns 1-4)
2 LOAD the contents of the specified address into the
accumulator
3 STORE the contents of the accumulator at the address
specified
4 ADD the contents of the specified address to the value
in the accumulator
5 SUBTRACT the contents of the specified address from the
contents of the accumulator
6 CIRCULAR LEFT SHIFT the contents of the accumulator 0,
1, 2, or 3 places depending upon the contents of the
address portion of the instruction
7 RIGHT SHIFT the contents of the accumulator 0, 1,
2, 3, or 4 places depending upon the contents of the
address portion of the instruction
8 BRANCH ON ZERO test the contents of the accumulator
and branch to the indicated address if the contents of
the accumulator is equal to zero
9 PRINT the contents of the accumulator (the address portion
of a print statement is used as a flag on the output
The instructions '6000' and '7000' may be used as no-
operation instructions.
The following is a higher-level language definition of the BRAIN-2
machine used in this example.
LET L2 = M(L1) (1)
LET LI = LI + 1 (2)
PUT (181, 188, L2) (3)
GET (185, 185, L3) (4)
GET (186, 188, L4) (5)
IF (L3) 7,7,9 (6)
STOP (7)
GO TO 1 (8)
LET Lll = L3 + 900 (9)
1 READ (101, 104, L6) (1)
RETURN (2)
2 LET L6 = M(L4) (1)
RETURN (2)
3 LET M(L4) = L6 (1)
RETURN (2)
4 LET L7 = M(L4) (1)
LET L6 = L6 + L7 (2)
LET L9 = L6 - 10000 (3)
IF (L9) 5,6,6 (4)
RETURN (5)
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LET L6 = L6 - 10000 (6;
LET L101 = 214 (7;
LET L102 = 229 (8;
LET L103 = 198 (9;
LET L104 = 211 do]
LET L9 = 105 (11
LET L(L9) = 64 (12]
LET L9 = L9 + 1 (13;
LET L10 = L9 - 115 (14;
IF (L10) 12,12,16 (15;
WRITE (16;
STOP (17
LET L101 = 64 (18;
LET L102 = 64 (19;
LET L103 = 64 (20]
LET L104 = 64 (21
WRITE (22;
RETURN (23;
LET L7 = M(L4) (1
LET L6 = L6 - L7 (2;
IF (L6) 5,4,4 (3;
RETURN (4;
LET L6 = (5;
LET L101 = 228 (6;
LET L102 = 213 (7;
LET L103 = 198 (8;
LET L104 = 211 (9;
LET L9 = 105 (10;
LET L(L9) = 64 (11
LET L9 = L9 + 1 (12;





LET L101 = 64 (17)
LET L102 = 64 (18)
LET L103 = 64 (19)
LET L104 = 64 (20)
WRITE (21)
RETURN (22)
6 LET L7 = L4 (1)
IF (L7) 3,3,4 (2)
RETURN (3)
PUT (191 ,198, L6) (4)
LET L199 = L195 (5)
GET (196, 199, L6) (6)
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (7)
GO TO 2 (8)
7 LET L7 = L4 (1)
IF (L7) 3,3,4 (2)
RETURN (3)
LET L6 = L6/10 (4)
LET L7 = L7 - 1 (5)
GO TO 2 (6)
8 IF (L6) 3,2,3 (1)
LI = L4 (2)
RETURN (3)
9 PUT (108, 115, L6) (1)
PUT (101, 108, L4) (2)





Following is a sample machine language program for the BRAIN-2 machine









The following FORTRAN-like program is roughly equivalent to the above
machine language program:
5 READ (10, END=20) A
10 FORMAT (15)
READ (10) B
SUM = A + B
Z =
WRITE (15) Z, SUM
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